Get the Facts: Going to a Gym is the Only Way....

Myth:
The only way to get exercise is running or lifting weights at a gym

Fact:
One of the many reasons some do not begin or continue a workout plan is because of the idea that you need to lift weights or do cardio at the gym. The gym can be intimidating, expensive, out of the way, or simply not everyone’s ideal place. Fear not, there are plenty of other options for those who would rather try a different approach.

The most obvious but underestimated option is the greenway. Here you can get your cardiovascular exercise in with walking, jogging, or biking. The greenway spans over 20 miles across Roanoke and the surrounding area making it accessible to many. Also, there is a hidden gem at the Vic Thomas park area, a loop of outdoor workout stations including pull up, push up, jumping, and triceps dip stations.

For more exotic and unique style of fitness, check out Arete Fitness, a studio offering pole dancing, belly dancing, and hoop classes. These fun styles of fitness are not only a cardio workout but a great way of strength training. The best part about pole and belly dancing is that no matter how strong or fit you are, everyone starts at the same level due to the unique movements and tasks.

Across Roanoke are other fitness centers offering kickboxing, martial arts, and Zumba classes. Yoga is another genre of fitness that doesn’t get much credit either. There are many forms of yoga targeting anything from flexibility to stress relief or strength training. These classes vary by pricing but it isn’t too difficult to shop around for what suits you and don’t forget to check Groupon.com and other coupon sites for offers if price is an issue. The OMA training center in Vinton has pretty good deals and a wide variety of different classes and Carilion Wellness has a great Xtreme Training class for a kick butt cardio workout.
Another great option for those who can’t leave the house is workout videos. I’m not talking about the silly Richard Simmons videos where everyone is wearing a spandex body suit, I’m talking about the ones that get you moving and sweating like crazy in a 4’x4’ space in your own home. There are a bunch of great options from the company BeachBody like: P90X for strength building, Insanity/Asylum for intense calorie burning, T25 for a quick 25 min cardio workout, 10-Minute trainer for an even quicker workout, and Cize if you want to dance away the lbs. These can be slightly more expensive but find a buddy and split the cost while sharing the videos or see if someone you know has them for you to borrow. They are convenient and fit anyone’s busy schedule. There are also TONS of workout videos on YouTube you can view for free!

Lastly, if you’re more into being in a group atmosphere or in a team setting, Roanoke actually has a pretty good intermural program. There are plenty of sports to play (flag football, soccer, volleyball, etc.) and you can register online as a “free agent” so teams looking for more players can pick you up. Or you can start your own team with some friends. The Rivers Edge Sports Complex across from CRMH has a bunch of great fields for all sports so why not take advantage?

**Conclusion:**

There are plenty of ways to exercise so the excuse of “I don’t like or can’t go to the gym” is no longer a valid excuse for being inactive. If you get bored or don’t like the traditional cardio and weight lifting, go out and try something fun and different. Try pole dancing (for women AND MEN), kickboxing, Zumba, or just stay at home, walk downstairs, and put on insanity for a 45 min fat shred in your own home (you might have to move the coffee table though).
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